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A.1 Modelica Model of the Plant
model ControlledWaterTankPlant
































"Control signal of valve state (on/off)";



















axm3 : L > 0
axm4 : H > L
axm5 : LT > L
axm6 : HT < H
axm7 : HT > LT
axm1 : LT = 10
axm2 : HT = 20
END

















grd1 : l < LT
then














grd1 : l > HT
then
act1 : valve := FALSE
end
END














typeof Read : Read ∈ BOOL
typeof Control : Control ∈ BOOL
typeof DecideClose : DecideClose ∈ BOOL
typeof DecideKeep : DecideKeep ∈ BOOL
typeof DecideOpen : DecideOpen ∈ BOOL
distinct states in sm : partition({TRUE}, {Read} ∩ {TRUE},
{Control} ∩ {TRUE}, {DecideClose} ∩ {TRUE}, {DecideKeep} ∩ {TRUE},
{DecideOpen} ∩ {TRUE})






act1 : valve := TRUE
init Control : Control := TRUE
init Read : Read := FALSE
init DecideClose : DecideClose := FALSE
init DecideKeep : DecideKeep := FALSE
init DecideOpen : DecideOpen := FALSE





isin DecideOpen : DecideOpen = TRUE
with
l : l = level
then
leave DecideOpen : DecideOpen := FALSE
enter Control : Control := TRUE





isin DecideKeep : DecideKeep = TRUE
with
l : l = level
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then
leave DecideKeep : DecideKeep := FALSE





isin DecideClose : DecideClose = TRUE
with
l : l = level
then
leave DecideClose : DecideClose := FALSE
enter Control : Control := TRUE






grd1 : l ≥ 0
then




isin Read : Read = TRUE
grd1 : level < LT
then
leave Read : Read := FALSE




isin Read : Read = TRUE
grd1 : level ≥ LT ∧ level ≤ HT
then
leave Read : Read := FALSE





isin Read : Read = TRUE
grd1 : level > HT
then
leave Read : Read := FALSE
enter DecideClose : DecideClose := TRUE
end
END
